Chronicles of Narnia by C.S. Lewis—“The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe”
SESSION ONE: “Lucy Looks into a Wardrobe”
Chapters 12-13 in class. Homework: Read
Chapter 14 and answer questions.
Session Six—Review Chapter 14 and read
Chapter 15 in class. Homework: Read Chapter
16 and answer questions.
Session Seven—Review Chapter 16 and read
Chapter 17 in class. Homework: Study for
Learner Assessment (TEST).

LEWIS QUOTE: "Though our feelings come
and go, [God’s] love for us does not."
—“Mere Christianity” (1952)
Welcome to the world of Narnia,
complements of C.S. Lewis.

Class Schedule:
Session One—Read Chapter 1 out loud in
class. Homework: Read Chapter 2 and
answer questions.
Session Two—Review Chapter 2 and read
Chapters 3-4 in class. Homework: Read
Chapter 5 and answer questions.
Session Three—Review Chapter 5 and read
Chapters 6-7 in class. Homework: Read
Chapter 8 and answer questions.
Session Four—Review Chapter 8 and read
Chapters 9-10 in class. Homework: Read
Chapter 11 and answer questions.
Session Five—Review Chapter 11 and read

Session Eight—Take Learner Assessment and
review learnings from this class. Schedule a
time to watch the DVD of this Book and to
enjoy some Turkish Delight.

INTRODUCTION:
C.S. Lewis was born in Belfast, Ireland on
November 29, 1898. His full name was Clive
Staples Lewis. His grandfather was an
Anglican Priest. At the age of 4, Lewis lost his
beloved dog Jacksie. Shortly after Jacksie was
struck and killed by a car, Lewis declared, “My
name is Jacksie.” At first Lewis refused to answer to any other name, but eventually he
accepted the name Jack. Hence the origin of
Clive Staples Lewis’ nickname Jack.
Jack Lewis was baptized into the Christian
faith, but fell away from the church during his
years of adolescence. Lewis attributed his
return to the Church, and the revival of his
faith (age 32), to the influences of J.R. R. Tolkien and other friends.
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Lewis was a professor at Oxford, England,
delivered wartime radio broadcasts on the
subject of Christianity, and was a staunch
defender of the Christian Faith.
In 1956, Jack married American writer Joy
Davidman in a civil ceremony, making it
possible for her to remain in England. Later
he fell in love with her and they had a
Christian Wedding Ceremony. Joy was 17
years younger
than Jack. Joy
died in 1960 of
cancer. Lewis
died three years
later, one week
short of his
65th birthday.
C.S. Lewis’
death coincided
with the death
of John F. Kennedy—November 22, 1963.

READ Chapter 1—Lucy Looks into a
Wardrobe.
FIRST WORD: When Lewis and his brother
Warnie were children, they would climb into
a big, old wardrobe and tell each other their
own adventure stories.
What are the names of the Pevensie children
from oldest to youngest? Why are they
residing outside of London, in the country, at
the home of Professor Kirke? Did you notice
that Lewis wrote “The Lion, The Witch, and
The Wardrobe” for his Goddaughter? What

was her name? Hint: The youngest of the
Pevensie children shares the same name.
What happens to their plans of exploring the
great outdoors? What is their backup plan?
Who decides to enter the wardrobe? What is
on the outside of the wardrobe door? Lewis
said that he placed a Looking Glass in the
Wardrobe Door to remind the reader of
“Alice in Wonderland and The Looking
Glass.” Why is it important to leave the door
to a Wardrobe open? Lucy discovers that the
Wardrobe has an open back which leads into
a snow-covered woods. What time is it when
Lucy enters Narnia? Lucy meets Mr. Tumnus
at a lamppost. Read
Psalm 119:105.
What is the Light for
us (John 8:12)?
What does a faun
(Satyr) look like?
What does Mr. Tumnus drop?

WORD POWER: “We’ve fallen on our feet
and no mistake,” said Peter.

—The Pevensie children have hit the
jackpot getting wartime refuge at the
Professor’s house.
“There’s sure to be a row if we’re heard
talking here,” said Lucy.
—Sure to be trouble; a fight.

Closing Prayer!
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Homework: Read Chapter 2 (What Lucy
Found There) and answer the following
questions:
1. Why is the faun (Mr. Tumnus) interested in
knowing if Lucy is a “daughter of Eve”?

2. Why is Mr. Tumnus being so nice to Lucy?
What does he intend to do once he has fed
and fluted Lucy to sleep?

5. Read Matthew 18:21-22. How often must
we forgive? Who says so?
3. Why is Mr. Tumnus crying? Lucy offers a
handkerchief to dry his tears. Read I John 1:7
-8. What happens when we confess our sins?

LEWIS QUOTE:
4. Mr. Tumnus says that he is working for the
White Witch (Jadis) who makes it “Always
Winter and never Christmas in Narnia”.
What will happen to the faun (satyr) if the
Witch finds out that he helped a daughter of
Eve escape?

“Joy is the serious
business of heaven.”
“Letters to Malcolm” (1964)
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SESSION TWO: “What Lucy Found There”

when he sees Lucy.

LEWIS QUOTE: “To be a Christian means to

Questions from Chapter Two:

forgive the inexcusable, because God has
forgiven the inexcusable in you.”

1. Why is the faun (Mr. Tumnus) interested in
knowing if Lucy is a “daughter of Eve”?

— “Essays on Forgiveness” (1960)

Mr. Tumnus is working for (in the pay of) the
White Witch Jadis as an unwilling spy. He has
been instructed to inform Jadis if he sees a
human (son of Adam or daughter of Eve).

REVIEW: Summarize Chapter 1 and Discuss
Chapter 2 & Questions.

READ Chapters 3-4.
FIRST WORD:
The Pevensie children from oldest to
youngest are Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy.
They are residing at Professor Kirke’s house
in the countryside because London is being
bombed by the Germans (World War II). The
children plan on exploring the mansion and
grounds, but rain forces them to play a game
of hide-in-seek in doors. Lucy (same name as
C.S Lewis’ goddaughter) is the first to enter
the Wardrobe. The room with the Wardrobe
is empty except for a dead-blue bottle on the
windowsill. The looking glass on the
wardrobe reminds us of Alice in Wonderland
and the Looking Glass. One knows that it is
always wise to leave a door to the wardrobe
open, in case one needs to retreat & escape.
When Lucy enters Narnia it is winter and
nighttime. The Lamppost reminds us that
Jesus is the Light of the World. God’s Word is
a lamp to our feet and a light to our paths.
Mr. Tumnus is a Satyr (Faun); half man and
half goat. He is carrying an umbrella and
several brown paper parcels, which he drops

2. Why is Mr. Tumnus being so nice to Lucy?
What does he intend to do once he has fed
and fluted Lucy to sleep?
He believes that Lucy is from the land of
SPARE OOM where eternal summer reigns
around the city of WAR DROBE. He intends to
turn Lucy over to the White Witch.
3. Why is Mr. Tumnus crying? Lucy offers a
handkerchief to dry his tears. Read I John 1:7
-8. What happens when we confess our sins?
Mr. Tumnus is remorseful about his deception
of Lucy. He knows that what he is doing is
wrong. He is crying because he is such a bad
faun. He confesses to Lucy his sin and the
handkerchief becomes a sign of contrition
and absolution. The Bible tells us that if we
confess our sins, God is faithful and just and
will forgive us our sins and cleanse us from
all unrighteousness.
4. Mr. Tumnus says that he is working for the
White Witch (Jadis) who makes it “Always
Winter and never Christmas in Narnia”.
What will happen to the faun if the Witch
finds out that he helped a daughter of Eve
escape?
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Mr. Tumnus will be turned into a statue of
stone, until the four thrones of Cair Paravel
are filled.
5. Read Matthew 18:21-22. How often must
we forgive? Who says so?
We say, “3 strikes and you’re out”. Peter is
generous and recommends forgiving
someone 7 times, but Jesus says “70 X 7. Put
your calculator away because forgiveness is
beyond calculation”. And so we pray, “Forgive
us our sins as we forgive the sins of others.”

WORD POWER: “I say, Lu! I’m sorry that I
didn’t believe you. I see now that you were
right all along. Do come out. Make it Pax.”
—Pax is the word for peace. It literally
means to “let the fight go”.
“The White Witch is a perfectly terrible
person. She drives about on a sledge;” a
sleigh pulled by reindeer.

Read Chapters 3-4 in class and discuss the
following questions:
Lucy believes that she has been gone for
hours, but in fact no time has passed when she
exits the wardrobe. Lucy’s siblings tease and

chastise her for letting her imagination run
wild. She invites Peter, Susan & Edmund to
come and see, but they find only a wardrobe
filled with coats. No Narnia. What happens to
time when one is in Narnia? Read II Peter 3:8.
The Bible says that 1000 years is like a day to
the LORD. In Narnia, time runs on its own
clock. We usually think of good guys in WHITE
hats, but C.S. Lewis has Jadis be the “White
Witch” which symbolizes winter and death in
the Chronicles of Narnia. When Lucy enters
the wardrobe a second time, Edmund follows
her and discovers that she has been telling the
truth. Instead of meeting Mr. Tumnus, Edmund meets Jadis the White Witch. The White
Witch pretends to be Edmunds friend. What
does the Bible tell us about evil masquerading
itself as an angel of light? Read I John 3:7 and
II Corinthians 11:14-15. Satan is no friend. He
is the Father of Lies. What food is Edmund
especially fond of? How is Turkish Delight like
sin? Sin is addictive. The wages of sin is death.
Jadis interrogates Edmund, & Edmund reveals
that Lucy has been in Narnia and a faun has
welcomed her. Jadis promises Edmund endless
Turkish Delight if he brings his sisters and
brother to her castle. She also promises to
make him a prince and eventually the King.
One must always beware when evil makes
promises which will never be kept. Why
doesn’t Edmund tell Lucy that he has met the
White Witch? The chapter ends with Edmund
looking pale and feeling sick. Sin has a way of
eating away at us. Will Edmund betray his
siblings? Read James 1:14-15, and 4:7. What
do we learn about desire, temptation and sin?

Closing Prayer!
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Homework: Read Chapter 5 (Back on This
Side of the Door) and answer the following
questions:

3. What happens when Mrs. Macready, the
housekeeper, is showing some trippers
(tourists) around the Professor’s house?

1. Why does Edmund deny having been in
Narnia? Lucy refuses to change her story. She
stands on the TRUTH. In the Holy Bible who
denies Jesus? Who betrays Jesus? Read Luke
22:54-62.

2. Peter and Susan are worried about Lucy
being insane. What wisdom does Professor
Kirke share with the Pevesie children?
Is Lucy is Lying?

Is Lucy is Mad?

Is Lucy is Telling the Truth?

LEWIS QUOTE:

“Everyone says
forgiveness is a lovely
idea, until they have
something to forgive.”
“Mere Christianity” (1952)
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SESSION THREE: “A Day with the Beavers”

LEWIS QUOTE: “Aim at heaven and you
will get earth thrown in. Aim at earth and
you get neither.”
— “Mere Christianity” (1952)

REVIEW: Discuss Chapter 5 & Questions.
READ Chapters 6-7.
FIRST WORD:
Judas was a betrayer and Peter denied his
Lord three times. Trouble is brewing for
Edmund. Turkish Delight will be his downfall.
To satisfy a sweet tooth he will betray his
siblings and deny the truth about what Lucy
is saying. Everyone is a slave to a master.
Edmund obeys Jadis and keeps their meeting
a secret. We admire the logic and reasoning
of Professor Kirke. Looking at Lucy and
Edmund’s track records, we know that
Edmund is a liar & Lucy always tells the truth.
It’s obvious that Lucy isn’t mad, so she must
be telling the truth, as unbelievable as her
story sounds. If she had been making it all
up, then she would not have claimed to have
been in Narnia for such a long time. Or she
would have hidden and allowed time to pass.
When Susan asks, “But, what are we to do?”
Professor Kirke offers this nugget, “We might
all try minding our own business.” When
Mrs. Macready gives a tour to some visitors,
the children all decide to hide in the
wardrobe. Thus begins their collective

journey into TRUTH & the land of Narnia. Sin,
betrayal and deception will require the
sacrifice of an Innocent One (Aslan).

WORD POWER: “Edmund gave a little
snigger and said, ‘Oh, yes, Lucy and I have
been playing—pretending that all her story
about the wardrobe is true.”
—Disrespectful laugh.
“I’d vote for going back and getting
something from the larder.”
—Food storage place.

Read Chapter 6 in class and discuss the
following questions:
The children wait for Mrs. Macready to leave
the room with the visitors so that they can
exit the wardrobe. The smell of camphor
(moth balls) is driving them crazy. Suddenly
the children realize that it has gotten chilly
and something is prickling them. They’ve
landed in Narnia in the winter time. They
decide to put on coats from the wardrobe.
What does it mean to “bag a coat”? Why
isn’t wearing the coats stealing? Because
technically, the coats are still in the
wardrobe. In fact all of Narnia is in the
wardrobe. Who apologizes to Lucy for not
believing her? How do they catch Edmund in
his lying? What do the children discover
when they arrive at Mr. Tumnus’ house?
Whose fault is it that Mr. Tumnus has been
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arrested and charged with high treason? The
Pevensie children decide to rescue Mr.
Tumnus. Read Hebrews 13:3. What creature
guides the children on their journey? What is
the Robin a sign of? Edmund blames his
siblings for all his woes and seeks revenge.

robin is also a sign of the Holy Spirit guiding
us on our faith journey. When the robin
disappears, Mr. Beaver appears. Why is Mr.
Beaver so secretive? What token (proof)
does he have that he is to be trusted? What
is the significance of the handkerchief? What
happens to the children when Mr. Beaver
utters Aslan’s name? Why is Edmund’s
reaction different from the other 3 children?
What does Mrs. Beaver say when the Sons of
Adam and Daughters of Eve arrive at her
house? Read Luke 2:29-30. How does her
response resemble that of Simeon? Who is
the only one not helping Mr. and Mrs. Beaver
prepare supper? After supper it is time to
“get to business”. Why is it good that it is
snowing?

Read Chapter 7 in class and discuss the
following questions:
The robin is a sign of spring (winter is finally
over), and the Witch’s spell is about to be
broken (Jadis is about to meet her end). The

Closing Prayer!
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Homework: Read Chapter 8 (What
Happened After Dinner) & answer the
following questions:
1. What happened to Mr. Tumnus? What
does Jadis do to her enemies?

2. What does Philippians 2:9-11 say about
the power of Jesus’ name?

5. In the Book of Genesis we learn that Adam
had one wife. Her name was Eve. Who is
Lilith?

6. What has Edmund done while the Beavers
are explaining the Sacred Rhymes
(Prophecies)?

3. Aslan has many names. What some of his
names? Is he safe?

4. When Messiah comes, he will set wrong to
right (Isaiah 61:1-2); roar like a lion (Hosea
11:10-11); end sorrow and suffering
(Revelation 21:3-4); destroy the works of the
devil (I John 3:8); and bring new life (John
10:10). How do we know that Messiah Jesus
has come? (Hint: Aslan is on the move.)

LEWIS QUOTE:
“When we Christians behave
badly, or fail to behave well,
we are making Christianity
unbelievable to the outside
world.”
“Mere Christianity” (1952)
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SESSION FOUR: “The Spell Begins to Break”

LEWIS QUOTE: “There are only two kinds
of people: those who say to God, ‘Thy will
be done,’ and those to whom God says, ‘All
right, then, have it your way.’”
— “The Great Divorce” (1945)

REVIEW: Discuss Chapter 8 & Questions.
READ Chapters 9-10.

done to Mr. Tumnus what she does to all of
her enemies. She has turned him into a stone
statue. Edmund has snuck away to betray his
siblings to the White Witch. In a word,
“There will be HELL (HADES) to pay.” Aslan is
the only hope. Peter, Susan and Lucy must
depart immediately with the Beavers and
rendezvous with Aslan at the Stone Table.
We live in hope and promise: “When Adam’s
flesh and Adam’s bone, Sits at Cair Paravel in
throne, The evil time will be over and done.”

FIRST WORD:
Prophecies are being fulfilled. Aslan is on the
move. “Wrong will be right when Aslan
comes in sight, At the sound of his roar,
sorrows will be no more, When he bares his
teeth, winter meets its death, And when he
shakes his mane, we shall have spring
again.” Aslan isn’t safe, but he is good! He’s
a lion you know! Aslan is known by many
names: King, Lord, Son of the Emperor
Beyond the Sea, King of Beasts, the Great
Lion. Revelation 5:5; 19:16 & Luke 22:69-70
tell us that Jesus is the Lion of the Tribe of
Judah and the Root of David. He is the King
of kings and the Lord of lords. He is Son of
Man and Son of God; the Great I AM (LORD).
St. Paul reminds us that the name of Jesus is
above every name. Every knee shall bow and
every tongue shall confess that Jesus is Lord
to the glory of God the Father (Philippians 2).
Adam didn’t have another wife. C.S. Lewis
uses Lilith as a story telling device to explain
the origin of evil (Jadis). The White Witch has

When Aslan Roars!

WORD POWER: “...past turret after
turret….”

—Tower or dome.

“Peter’s voice sounding tired and pale in the
darkness.”
— Washed Out.
“…in such a plaguey fuss….”
— Disagreeable.
“Mr. Beaver gets a new sluice gate from
Father Christmas.”
— Channel for Water.
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Read Chapter 9 in class and discuss the
following questions:

Read Chapter 10 in class and discuss the
following questions:

Is Jadis’ place a house or a palace? What is the
story behind all the stone statues? Notice how
Edmund lies constantly to his brother and
sisters, but always tell the truth to the evil
White Witch. Edmund is preoccupied with
Turkish Delight, becoming King of Narnia, and
getting even with his brother Peter. The irony
of course is that Edmund is a Son of Adam and
is destined for royalty. He seeks to steal what
will be his by gift alone; i.e. kingship. Why does
Jadis command that the sledge be prepared
without a harness of bells? Did you notice that
the name Aslan brings peace to Peter, Susan
and Lucy, but fear to Edmund? Edmund aligns
himself with Jadis (pretend Queen of Narnia),
but deep down inside he knows that she is
evil. Romans 8:7 reminds us that a sinful mind
is hostile to God. John 8:7 reminds us that the
devil is the father of all lies and liars. The Grey
Wolf goes by two names: Fenris Ulf in the
English Edition, and Maugrim in the British
Edition. What does Edmund do when he
realizes that the lion is just a stone statue?

The Witch’s spell is beginning to break. Why?
Because Aslan is on the move. The Beavers
pack provisions for the journey to the Stone
Table. Each one must carry their own share of
the load. Walking is no match for a sledge.
Susan despairs and says, “There is no hope.”
Mrs. Beaver reminds us that “there is always
hope.” The Bible reminds us that God has
poured His Holy Spirit into our hearts. Hope
does not disappoint us” (Romans 5:5). Where
do the Children find a good night’s rest? In the
morning they hear jingle bells & assume that
it’s the sledge. We know better. Why? Who in
our world arrived at the same time as Father
Christmas? See Luke 2. What does Father
Christmas have for each of the Pevensie
children? Did you notice that everyone gets a
gift (Read I Corinthians 12)? No one is let out.
The gifts are tools, not toys. What does that
mean? Ephesians 6:10-18 tells us to put on the
whole armor of God. Why? What does Father
Christmas tell us about women fighting in
battles?

Closing Prayer!
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Homework: Read Chapter 11 (Aslan Is
Nearer) & answer the following questions:
1. In Chapter 9, Fenris Ulf (Maugrim, Chief of
the Witch’s Secret Police) referred to
Edmund as “Fortunate favorite of the
Queen—or else not so fortunate.” Explain.
Edmund is learning the hard way the dangers
of making a deal with the devil. Examples?

2. Jadis doesn’t have an ounce of kindness or
compassion in her entire being. For the first
time in our story we see Edmund thinking of
someone other than himself. Who does
Edmund intercede (pray for mercy) for?

LEWIS QUOTE:

3. Read I John 3:8. Who is responsible for
destroying the works of the devil?

“Once in our world, a stable
had something in it that
was bigger than our whole
world.”
“The Last Battle” (1956)
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SESSION FIVE: “Deep Magic”

LEWIS QUOTE: “Christianity, if false, is of
no importance and, if true, is of infinite
importance. The one thing it cannot be is
moderately important."
— “God In The Dock” (1970)

REVIEW: Discuss Chapter 11 & Questions.

READ Chapters 12-13.
FIRST WORD:
The Witch’s power is beginning to crumble.
Aslan is nearer and Jadis’ spell is breaking.
Winter is ending and spring is arriving.
Edmund intercedes for the merry little group
enjoying the provisions of Father Christmas.
But Jadis offers no mercy to anyone. When
the sledge becomes stuck in the thaw, Jadis
reprimands her driver, the Dwarf: “Are you
my councilor or my slave? Do as you are
told.” Chapter 11 ends with the Dwarf
announcing the Gospel: “This is no thaw. This
is spring. This is Aslan’s doing.” Jadis replies,
“If either of you mention that name again, he
shall instantly be killed.”

WORD POWER: “Aslan’s voice was deep

winter, Peter, Susan & Lucy are soaking in the
gift of spring. The whole world is being
transformed from January to May in just a
matter of hours. The Beavers & Pevensie
children arrive at the Stone Table & see the
ancient words & pictures written on it. They
meet Aslan. We notice that Aslan stands in
the center of the crowd of creatures. His
appearance is good and terrible at the same
time. Why does Aslan ask where the second
Son of Adam (Edmund) is? Doesn’t Aslan
know everything? What confession does
Peter make about Edmund’s betrayal? Notice
that Aslan says nothing to excuse or blame
Peter. Lucy wants to know if something can
be done to save Edmund. Aslan says, “All
shall be done. But it may be harder than you
think.” The feast begins! Even with sin,
betrayal, & death on the horizon God’s
people celebrate. Why? Reconciliation
demands it. On the night Jesus was betrayed,
the Feast of Passover is celebrated. Aslan
shows Peter the palace of Cair Paravel where
Peter will reign as High King. Peter uses his
sword for the first time to defeat evil. Who
does he kill? What name is given to Peter as
Aslan knights him? What does Peter forget to
do after the battle?

and rich and somehow took the fidgets out of
them.”
— Restless, nervous, uneasy feelings.
Read Chapter 12 in class and discuss the
following questions:

While Jadis is bemoaning the passing of
13

Read Chapter 13 in class and discuss the
following questions:
Jadis decides that it is time to kill Edmund so
that the prophecy regarding the four thrones
of Cair Paravel cannot be fulfilled. Aslan
sends a rescue party to save Edmund. The
White Witch and her slave the Dwarf escape
capture by disguising themselves as what?
Evil can be right under our noses and we
don’t see it. After Edmund is rescued, Aslan
has a private talk with Edmund about his
betrayal. Henceforth no one is to bring up
the matter again. Isaiah 43:18 tells us to
“forget the former things; do not dwell on
the past.” God blots out our transgressions
and remembers our sins no more (Isaiah
43:25). In this Chapter we learn about the
Deep Magic from the Dawn of Time. What is
the Deep Magic and what is it written on?
C.S. Lewis said that Stone Table was meant to
remind readers of the Stone Tablets on which
the Ten Commandments are written. The
pretend Queen of Narnia (Jadis) requests an
audience with Aslan. Does Aslan need to be
reminded of the Deep Magic? How does
Aslan respond to Jadis? Written on the Stone
Table and on the Emperor’s scepter is this
word: “every traitor belongs to Jadis, and
every treachery requires the shedding of
blood.” What does Hebrews 9:22 & Leviticus
17:11 tell us about the requirement of a
blood sacrifice? The Law must be fulfilled
(Matthew 5:17-18). “Unless blood is shed all
Narnia will be overturned and perish in fire

and water.” The punishment for sin must be
atoned. Aslan takes our sin and punishment
upon Himself. Read Isaiah 53:4 and I Peter
2:24. An agreement is made between Aslan
and Jadis. The White Witch questions Aslan’s
integrity. She asks, “How do I know that you
will keep your Word?” How does Aslan
respond?

Closing Prayer!
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Homework: Read Chapter 14 (The Triumph
of the Witch) & answer the following
questions:
1. Why does Aslan’s party move from the
Stone Table? How has Aslan’s demeanor
changed since making the deal with Jadis?

2. Lucy and Susan follow Aslan on his Via
Dolorosa (Way of sorrows). What is the
condition (requirement) of their following?
Who is watching as Jesus suffers on the cross
(Read Matthew 27:55-56)?

3. What happens to Aslan at the Stone Table?
Describe his humiliation. Why doesn’t Aslan
resist? Read Isaiah 53:7 and Matthew 26:67;
27:29-30.

LEWIS QUOTE:
“When Christ died, he died
for you individually just as
much as if you had been the
only person in the world.”
“Mere Christianity” (1952)
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SESSION SIX: “Deeper Magic”

LEWIS QUOTE: “I am trying here to prevent
anyone saying the really foolish thing that people
often say about Him: I’m ready to accept Jesus as a
great moral teacher, but I don’t accept his claim to
be God. That is the one thing we must not say. A
man who was merely a man and said the sort of
things Jesus said would not be a great moral teacher. He would either be a lunatic — on the level with
the man who says he is a poached egg — or else he
would be the Devil of Hell. You must make your
choice. Either this man was, and is, the Son of God,
or else a madman or something worse. You can
shut him up for a fool, you can spit at him and kill
him as a demon or you can fall at his feet and call
him Lord and God, but let us not come with any
patronizing nonsense about his being a great
human teacher. He has not left that open to us. He
did not intend to.”
— “Mere Christianity” (1952)

REVIEW: Discuss Chapter 14 & Questions.
READ Chapter 15.
FIRST WORD:
Aslan has discussed battle plans with Peter,
but he can make no promise that he will be
there to help with the fight. Aslan will be
detained with the mission of redemption.
Isaiah writes, “He was despised and rejected,
wounded for our transgressions and crushed
for our iniquities. He opened not His mouth.
By His stripes we are healed”—Isaiah 53. The
humiliation of Aslan is extreme, as was the
agony and suffering of our Lord Jesus on the
cross. Jadis has Aslan bound, muzzled and
shaved. He is mocked and scorned. As Jadis

prepares to end it all with a knife to the body
of Aslan, she says, “ And now who has won?
Fool, did you think that by all this you would
save the human traitor? I will kill you instead
of him as our pact was and so Deep Magic
will be appeased. But when you are dead
what will prevent me from killing him as
well? Understand that you have given me
Narnia forever, you have lost your own life
and you nave not saved his. In that
knowledge, despair and die.” Has Jadis won?
We await the promise of the Third Day!

WORD POWER: “A howl and a gibber of
dismay went up from the creatures when
they first saw the great Lion....”
—Inarticulate chatter.
Read Chapter 15 in class and discuss the
following questions:
There is Deep Magic, but there is also
Deeper Magic. Jesus prophesied His death,
but also His resurrection. We live in the hope
and promise of the Third Day; and hope does
not disappoint us. Thinking that she has won,
Jadis departs from the Stone Table seeking to
destroy the followers of Aslan. What do
Susan and Lucy do after the executioners
have left? They stay with Aslan as the Night
ends and the Day begins. What are the mice
doing to the dead body of Aslan? Like a loud
earthquake, or the sound of giant’s plate
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breaking, Lucy and Susan turn around and
see that the Stone Table is broken and that
Aslan’s body is gone. What does Lucy say?
How does Aslan reply?

Homework: Read Chapter 16 (What
Happened About the Statues) & answer the
following questions:
1. Aslan arrives at Jadis’ house. The courtyard
looks like a museum with statues. What
transforms the museum into a zoo?

2. Alive again, Aslan begins “setting wrongs to
right”. Read Genesis 2:7 and Ezekiel 37:5.
What happens when God breathes?
Deeper Magic: “When a willing victim who has committed no
treachery is killed in a traitor’s stead, the Table cracks and
death itself starts working backwards.”

Read I Corinthians 15:54.
Easter Playtime: Aslan invites Susan & Lucy
to catch Him if they can. A mad chase begins.
The victory over sin and death deserves a big
celebration. Lucy doesn’t know if the “chase
is more like playing with a thunderstorm or a
kitten”. At the time of Jesus’ death on the
cross, what is torn from top to bottom
(ripped in two)? What comes after the Easter
romp? Aslan says, “And now to Business.”
What is the business that the Resurrected
One must attend to? What is the mode of
transportation?

Closing Prayer!

3. Aslan leads the resurrected ones into battle
against the White Witch and her army. Read
Isaiah 42:13. Our fight is not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities and powers
(Ephesians 6). Aslan has triumphed. We too
are fighting a battle that has been won.

4. How is breathing into the stone statues like
the raising of the saints in Matthew 27:52?
How is it like Jesus breathing peace into the
Disciples on Easter evening (John 20)? The Bible’s word for Breath is the same word for
Wind & Spirit.

LEWIS QUOTE:
“This was the very reason why
you were brought to Narnia, that
by knowing me here for a little,
you may know me better there.”
“The Voyage of the Dawn
Treader” (1952)
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SESSION SEVEN: “The White Stag”

LEWIS QUOTE: “All their life in this world and
all their adventures in Narnia had only been the
cover and the title page: now at last they were
beginning Chapter One of the Great Story which no
one on earth has read: which goes on forever: in
which every chapter is better than the one before.”

child as they are crowned? “Once a Queen or
King in Narnia, always a Queen or King. Bear
it well!” The gifts and call of God are irrevocable.

— “The Last Battle” (1956)

REVIEW: Discuss Chapter 16 & Questions.

READ Chapter 17 and discuss the
following questions:
Once Aslan arrives, the battle of good against
evil is over in just a few minutes. Remember,
a 1000 years is like a day to the LORD. Time
runs its own course in Narnia. What was the
turning point of the battle according to
Peter? What is Jadis’ wand used for? Edmund
is badly wounded in battle. What does Lucy
do to revive him? Aslan asks Lucy an
important question: “Must more people die
for Edmund?” Why does Aslan chastise Lucy?
Lucy asks Susan, “Does Edmund know what
Aslan did for him?” How does Susan reply?
Do you think it is important for sinners to
know the price that is paid to win our
freedom and redemption? Aslan provides
food for his beloved.
The next day they depart for Cair Paravel, the
palace by the sea, where the Pevensie
children are seated on the four thrones.
What name & title does Aslan give to each

During the evening feast, Aslan slips away.
What does Mr. Beaver tell the children about
Aslan’s departure? The four children grow
into adulthood and govern Narnia long and
well. Happy and peaceful is their reign.
One year the White Stag is seen. Mr. Tumnus
tells the Pevensies that the White Stag grants
wishes if he is captured. While hunting for
the White Stag the Pevensies discover an
iron tree (lamppost) and tumble their way
back into the wardrobe and empty room. No
time has lapsed and the adults are back to
being children again.

Why do the children explain their adventure
to Professor Kirke? Does he believe them?
What advice does the Professor give the children about Narnia and the Wardrobe?
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What did you like best about “The Lion, The
Witch and The Wardrobe”?

Homework: Study for Learner Assessment
(TEST).
Session Eight—Take Learner Assessment and
review learnings from this class. Schedule a
time to watch the DVD of this Book and to
enjoy some Turkish Delight.
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Learner Assessment: Confirmation Review
The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe
I. Multiple Choice
A. C.S. Lewis’ full name is
1. Charles Steven Lewis
2. Clive Staples Lewis
3. Cindy Susan Lewis
4. Cain Samson Lewis
B. What other famous person died the same day that C. S. Lewis
died (Nov. 22, 1963)
1. Abraham Lincoln
2. Mother Teresa
3. John F. Kennedy
4. Babe Ruth
C. The Pevensie children, in age, from oldest to youngest
1. Lucy, Edmund, Susan, and Peter
2. Peter, Edmund, Lucy and Susan
3. Susan, Lucy, Peter, and Edmund
4. Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy
D. Edmund’s favorite snack is
1. Ritz Crackers with peanut butter
2. Popcorn
3. Turkish Delight
4. Red Licorice
E. What happens to Time when one is in Narnia?
1. It goes in reverse or backwards
2. Narnia has a separate time of its own
3. It runs at warp speed; superfast forward
F. Professor Kirke uses logic to help Peter and Susan determine what has happened to Lucy.
Professor Kirke decides that Lucy is…
1. Telling the truth
2. Lying
3. Mad (crazy or insane)
G. The Red Robin is a sign of…
1. Spring is on its way
2. Change is coming to Narnia and the Witch’s spell is about to be broken
3. The Holy Spirit leads us to where we should go
4. All of the above
H. Jesus says that His followers are to practice forgiveness. How often must we forgive?
1. Three times, because three strikes and you’re out
2. Seven times, because seven is a complete number
3. Seventy-times-seven, because forgiveness is beyond calculation
4. 365 times, once each day for the whole year
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I. What are the Royal names given to the Pevensie Children?
1. King Peter the Magnificent, Queen Susan the Gentle, King Edmund the Just, and Queen
Lucy the Valiant.
2. King Peter the Gentle, Queen Susan the Magnificent, King Edmund the Liar, and Queen Lucy
the Valiant.
3. King Peter the Wimp, Queen Susan the Gentle, King Edmund the Valiant, and Queen Lucy
the Liar.
4. King Peter the Wimp, Queen Susan the Warrior, King Edmund the Liar, and Queen Lucy the
Crybaby.
J. What did Mr. Beaver show the children to prove to them that he was a friend?
1. Some Turkish Delight stolen from the White Witch Jadis
2. A picture of C.S. Lewis
3. The handkerchief that Lucy gave Mr. Tumnus
4. A pipe used by Professor Kirke
II. Matching
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Satyr
Snigger
A row between you two
From the larder
Mrs. Macready
Stone Table
Cair Paravel
Via Dolorosa
Wolf’s Bane
Festoons

A. Trouble, fight or argument
B. Housekeeper for Professor Kirke
C. Way of Sorrows; Painful Way
D. Decorative chain of flowers; garland
E. Affliction, curse, death, destruction
F. Half Man and Half Goat (Faun)
G. Palace by the Sea with Four Thrones
H. An Altar for Sacrifice/Tablet with 10 Words
I. Disrespectful laugh
J. Food storage place

III. True or False
1. C. S. Lewis was born in Belfast, Ireland, on November 29, 1898.
2. C.S. Lewis was married to American writer Joy Davidman for 50 years.
3. Edmund always tells the truth.
4. When Lewis and his brother Warnie were little, they would climb into a big,
old wardrobe and tell each other their own adventure stories.
5. In Narnia it is always Winter & never Christmas until Aslan arrives.
6. Edmund says to Lucy, “Make it pax” which means “Let the fight go.”
7. C. S. Lewis’ nickname Jack or Jacksie comes from his fondness for playing jacks
and doing jumping jacks as a small child.
8. C.S. Lewis wrote “The Lion, The Witch & The Wardrobe” for his goddaughter Lucy.
9. When Aslan arrives at the Stone Table, the White Witch Jadis has Aslan
humiliated, mocked and shaved.
10. In the Bible we read that Adam had two wives: Eve and Lilith

T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F
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IV. Multiple Choice

A. Aslan is known by many names, including…
1. Son of the Emperor Beyond the Sea
2. King of Beasts
3. The Great Lion
4. All of the Above
B. Father Christmas brings what gift for Peter?
1. A cordial with healing oil and a small dagger
2. A new sewing machine
3. A Shield and a sword
4. Bow and arrows; and a horn to blow in times of trouble
C. According to I Corinthians 12, God gives Spiritual Gifts…
1. To all who are worthy and deserving
2. To all who ask and pay for them
3. To only the Pevensie Children and Mr. & Mrs. Beaver
4. To all members of the Body of Christ as God wills and chooses
D. Deep Magic…
1. Says that every traitor belongs to the White Witch Jadis.
2. Requires that a penalty of blood be paid for treachery.
3. Is written on the Stone Table and the Emperor’s scepter.
4. All of the Above.
E. Peter uses his sword for the first time to rescue Susan and Lucy from an attacking wolf.
After Peter killed the wolf, Fenris Ulf (Maugim), what name did Aslan knight him as?
1. Sir Peter Wolf Slayer
2. Sir Peter Fenris (Wolf’s)-Bane
3. Sir Peter Best Big Brother
4. Sir Peter Bloody Warrior
F. Complete the phrase: "Wrong will be right, when Aslan comes in sight, at the sound of his
roar, sorrows will be no more, when he bares his teeth, winter meets its death, ____."?
1. And when he shakes his mane, we shall have spring again.
2. And when Jadis kills Edmund, she will be Queen of Narnia forever.
3. And when Edmund eats Turkish Delight, the Stone Table will crack.
G. Prophecies abound in Narnia. What will happen when Aslan appears and the two Sons of
Adam and the Two Daughters of Eve sit on the four thrones in Cair Paravel?
1. Evil will meet its end; endless winter will cease
2. Jadis will be defeated and die
3. Salvation and peace will come to Narnia
4. All of the above
H. When Edmund is rescued from the White Witch, Jadis and the Dwarf escape capture by
disguising themselves as…
1. A sledge and a reindeer
2. A lamppost and an umbrella
3. A satyr and a faun
4. A boulder and a stump
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I. Edmund is both a liar and a betrayer. In the Bible who lies and who betrays Jesus?
1. Judas betrays Jesus and Peter denies knowing Him
2. James and John both betray and deny Jesus
3. Mary Magdalene denies Jesus and Mary the Mother of Jesus betrays Him
4. Thomas betrays and denies Jesus
J. Which of the following is not a sign of the Resurrection of Jesus?
1. Aslan breathes new life into stone statues
2. The Stone Table cracks and Aslan’s body is gone
3. The mice gnaw away at the ropes on Aslan’s body
4. The White Stag appears in Narnia and grants wishes
V. True or False
1. The Grey Wolf (Chief of the Witch’s Secret Police) has two names:
Maugrim & Fenris Ulf.
2. Aslan brings life back to the statues in the Witch’s castle by using Jadis’ wand.
3. Susan and Lucy remove the muzzle and the ropes from Aslan’s dead body.
4. Profesor Kirke says that Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy will return to Narnia
again someday, because once a King or Queen, always a King or Queen in Narnia.
5. Lucy and Susan watch the execution of Aslan. Women were also present at Jesus’
crucifixion on the cross.
6. Mr. Tumnus tells Peter, Edmund, Susan and Lucy that the White Stag has
appeared in Narnia. If captured wishes will be granted.
7. Aslan likes to be tied down, to stay in one place because he is a tame lion.
8. The Pevensie children tell Professor Kirke about their adventures in Narnia to
explain why four coats are missing from the Wardrobe.
9. Deeper Magic says, “When a willing victim who has committed no treachery
is killed in a traitor’s stead the Stone Table will crack & Death itself will start
working backwards.”
J. There is only one way into Narnia. One must always enter through the door
of the Wardrobe.

T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F
T or F

T or F
T or F

VI. Final Questions:
A.

What is your most favorite part of the story of “The Lion, the
Witch, and the Wardrobe”?

B.

What was on the Wardrobe and in the Room with the
Wardrobe?

C.

How is this story similar to the story of Jesus and His death
and resurrection?
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